
Physically realistic simulation of floods is

possible with the help of computer algorithms. We

designed a software to find out how floods

propagate on real terrains over a period of time. The

software constructs terrains from real-world

elevation datasets and computes how water flows

on the terrains. Floods caused by dam break, rainfall

and tsunami can be simulated by the software.

Terrain Loader
Users provide their own set of elevation data in
GeoTiff (.tif) format with Universal Transverse

Mercator (UTM) as the coordinate system. Once the
area of interest is confirmed, required .tif files are

merged and converted to a height field.
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Flood Propagation Algorithm
Our algorithm is based on the shallow water equations:

The equations are evaluated using finite difference method.

The simulation space is discretized into a staggered grid,

in which each cell has its own water height and velocity

defined. The following function is iterated to update the

grid:

Effect of a Gaussian pulse can be depicted as follows:
PROJ.4 string is:

'+proj=utm +zone=16 +datum=WGS84 +units=m +no_defs '

Origin = (512002.732536799970000,3374206.458395800100000)

Pixel Size = (3.182721627151969,-3.183797751790677)

Metadata:

AREA_OR_POINT=Area

BandDefinitionKeyword=NONE

HighCellSize=0.202500

LowCellSize=0.000031

MaxCellSize=10.125000

Image Structure Metadata:

INTERLEAVE=BAND

Corner Coordinates:

Upper Left  (  512002.733, 3374206.458) 

Lower Left  (  512002.733, 3367272.147) 

Upper Right (  517992.615, 3374206.458) 

Lower Right (  517992.615, 3367272.147) 

Center      (  514997.674, 3370739.303) 

Official Flooding Data
We compared our simulation results with the official flood

map (right) of an area in Florida, USA. The flooding in the

eastern river matches with the flood map.

Tsunami
When water wave enters a shallow region, speed and

wavelength reduces while amplitude increases, explaining

why tsunami is barely noticeable at the center of the ocean.

We could replicate the reduction in wave speed and

wavelength using our software.1 2
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